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To Be or Not to Be Invited
Youth Sport: Young People’s Influence in Voluntary Sport

Lena LARSSON¹ • Jane MECKBACH²

Influence and the opportunity to have one’s voice heard are fundamental rights valid for all people, including also children and youths. Despite this, research shows that young people’s voices have received less attention and young people have no influence in many contexts in which they find themselves (Evans, 2007; Fundberg, 2009; Redelius, 2005). In Sweden, the emphasis on influence can be linked to the fact that the sport club activities of the Swedish state are seen as an important arena for the civic education of young people (The Swedish Sports Confederation, 2005, 2011). The aim of this study is to explore young coaches and their opportunities to influence in the Swedish sport clubs with focus on what the youths themselves say about influence and power. We use Bourdieu’s theories on social fields to bring to light which youths are chosen to be leaders and their possibilities to influence. The results show that for young coaches to have influence, both their habitus and capital are required to ‘match’ the social context into which they are entering. One way of maintaining power is not to change the accepted way of working, which excludes the young coaches from challenging in the battle for positions.
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Introduction

Influence and the opportunity to have one’s voice heard are fundamental rights valid for all people. Influence in the form of opportunities to have impact and hold power is a democratic right that includes also children and young people. Despite this, research shows that young people’s voices have received less attention and young people have no influence in many of the contexts in which they find themselves (Evans, 2007, p. 693). One context that many youths in Sweden find themselves in is different sport associations, and sports are without exception the most popular leisure activity for Swedish children and youth (Nilsson, 1998; Larsson, 2005). In Sweden, traditionally the sports association is responsible for the organization of both the voluntary training and the competitions in sports for children and youth. The Swedish sport associations are built on democratic principles and fundamental values, which means that children and youth should be able to have impact and exert influence (The Swedish Government, 2008).

Members’ opportunities for democratic influence have historically been seen as the basis for the Swedish sport associations and this is so also today (The Swedish Government, 2005, 2011). Both the national sports policy (The Swedish Government 1999) and the sport association policy document (The Swedish Sports Confederation, 2005a) state that all participants should have equal opportunity to make their voice heard and exert influence. In Sweden in 2004 a youth policy proposition (The Swedish Government 2004) was accepted that is still valid today. There are mainly two overriding objectives: “that youth shall have real access to welfare and that they shall have real access to power” (The Swedish Government, 2004, p. 25) meaning that for the youths to be able to participate, they should be given influence on the society issues that concern them. Youths’ opportunities to influence are described by the sport associations as a matter of survival (The Swedish Sports Confederation, 2005a; Youth Council, 2011). Several initiatives have been carried out in order to increase youths’ possibilities for participation and influence both on a central and a local level in sports; one group of efforts is directed mainly towards young people who have leader assignments (Redelius, 2005; Larsson & Meckbach, 2010; Meckbach & Larsson, 2011; 2012). The emphasis on this group can be linked partly to the belief that investment is a way to retain young leaders and partly to the belief that the opportunities to influence are greater for leaders than for players. The responsibility for the young leaders to obtain real influence rests on the individual clubs as well as on the activity in general (The Swedish Sports Confederation, 2005a, 2011).
Though official reports and policy documents state that sport associations should give youth power and influence, research about youths’ influence in the sport associations has been scarce. A lot of attention has been given to youth participating in sport associations (Nilson, 1998; Butcher et al., 2002; Sarrazin et al., 2002; Franzén & Peterson, 2004) and youths’ rights and opportunities to participate (MacPhail et al., 2003; Trondman, 2011; Svender et al., 2012) while questions regarding youths’ opportunities to make their voice heard, youths’ opportunities to impact and youths’ opportunities to get a place on the sport’s governing board, have been ignored. This is also valid in an international context.

The aim of this study is to explore young coaches’ possibilities and experiences and ideas of influence in the Swedish sport associations with focus on the youths’ own voices about being chosen to be coach, getting influence and holding power. The specific questions are as follows: (i) which young coaches are believed to be capable of having an influence? (ii) what means of influence do the young coaches experience that they have?

**Youths’ influence**

International research shows that those youths who are given the opportunity to make an impact, experience their participation as meaningful. Evans (2007) found from his study with teenagers that young people “feel a stronger self-described sense of community in contexts in which they experienced voice and resonance, some power and influence, and adequate adult support and challenge” (p. 699). According to Evans, teenagers want to participate and exert influence, but he states that most young people “are excluded from many of the decision-making processes that affect their lives” (2007, p. 705). Evans also shows that if teenagers get adequate help from adults and are given the opportunity to influence, there is a gain for both the youths and the society by contributing to their empowerment. According to Evans, not just any teenagers can influence, but rather help from significant adults, the right socio-economic background and supportive structures in the school and society are also required. Nelson and Prilleltensky (2005) argue that it is the relationship between the individual’s ability and position together with the specific context structures that determine whether the feeling of having influence also means the real power to influence. Einarsson (2008) also indicates the importance of structures that are supportive. He shows that in sports it is easier to gain influence in smaller clubs and that the form of the meetings has importance for the degree of influence youths have. Smyth (2006) in turn shows that primarily relational changes, and not structural, are needed in order for teenagers to gain influence. According to Smyth, relational changes involve things like allowing their voices to be heard,
involving them in real decisions, including and respecting them, and giving them feedback that enables them to grow.

The overall picture research gives is that participation is not automatically an opportunity for teenagers to influence, but instead measures are required on both a relational and a structural level in order for youths to be able to exert influence.

**Influence in sport associations**

In Sweden there are over 20,000 local sport clubs. The foundation of the Swedish sport association is lack of profit and member democracy. On the local level, the members’ right to influence and right to vote at the annual meeting are safeguarded in the association’s bylaws. Decisions about the club’s activities are taken partly at the annual meeting and partly by the association’s governing board. The association in turn appoints representatives for the members’ actions at the regional level and the national level (Pallin, 2004; The Swedish government 2008).

More than three million of Sweden’s population are members of one or more sport clubs, and approximately 600,000 are active as leaders. The majority of the leaders work as volunteers. Earlier studies show that many teenagers are involved as leaders and that many more, both boys and girls, could be recruited since many reveal that if they were only asked, they would gladly become leaders (Trondman, 2005; Redelius, 2007; The Swedish Sports Confederation, 2005b). What has proven to be significant for involving youths as leaders are things like the youths being able to participate and decide and feel involved (Redelius et al., 2004; Trondman, 2011). Previous research (Norberg, 2011; Trondman, 2005; The Swedish Sports Confederation 2005b) shows that it is difficult to increase the influence of young people, and Swedish sport clubs have not been particularly successful in this task. According to Trondman (2005) only a small proportion (37%) of youths between 13-20 years old experiences that they have influence in their own association. At the same time, Trondman points out that the issue of influence is complex, and that it is not certain that youths share the same ideas about influence as the state and the sport associations, and that 85% are satisfied and do not want to have greater influence.

The matter also involves which opportunities for influence the sport clubs offer youths. The annual association meeting is regarded as an important arena for exerting influence, as is being a club committee member; but in terms of responsibilities as a member of the board or on a task force, then only a few youths have had such a duty, and it has been difficult attracting young coaches.
to these arenas (Redelius et al., 2004; Trondman, 2005; The Swedish Sports Confederation, 2005b). Regarding being on a committee, Fundberg (2009) shows that it is important to have the right contacts, since most people are recruited via a network that is characterized by like-minded people rewarding each other. Not just anyone is allowed to enter the field and attain a position that generates influence; it is also necessary for one to have the right symbolic capital. The conclusion drawn by Redelius (2005) is that young people often lack valid capital, i.e. they still do not have the necessary experiences and assets.

**Theoretical Framework**

Influence, as mentioned above, is a concept that can have multiple meanings. The present study focuses on the young leaders’ opportunities to influence and participate in decisions in the sport clubs. To be able to participate in decisions and have influence are intimately connected with the power to impact. We use Bourdieu’s theories on social fields in order to illuminate which youths are chosen to be leaders and their opportunities to influence. A social field in Bourdieu’s sense is characterized by a distinct group of people and institutions striving for something in common for all of them (Bourdieu, 1993). Based on Bourdieu’s theories, certain social contexts can be regarded as social fields. One such is the sports field, which is characterized by having its own logic and defining its own rules, rules that everyone within the field must abide by and that often are obvious and taken for granted (Bourdieu, 1988, 1997; Munk, 1999; Munk & Lind, 2004).

By the concept field Bourdieu means, simply expressed, that a certain distribution structure of power or capital applies (Bourdieu, 1995). Bourdieu equates power with different types of assets that give the holder a position that renders influence (Bourdieu, 1977, 1994). Admission to a social setting or in a social field, does not automatically give the power to influence. What counts is to have the assets that serve as the capital in the sport context. Having Swedish background, a good education and male gender have been previously shown to function as the capital necessary to be asked and selected to be a coach in the association. The majority of the coaches are men, and the majority of the young people asked if they want to be coaches are men (Redelius, 2002; Trondman, 2005; Redelius, 2007; The Swedish Sports Confederation, 2011). Assets shown to be important for getting the opportunity to influence, besides being a man, are to have a background in the sport and to be a part of the network (Fundberg, 2009).

Assets in Bourdieu’s sense deal also with embodied experience, habitus. This is not just any habitus, but one must have the “right” habitus based on what is required in that specific setting (Bourdieu, 1990, 2000). Young coaches must have a habitus allowing them to act in such a way that gives them legitimacy
in the sport context they enter, if they are going to have some possibility to influence. Seen in earlier studies, the right habitus for a coach involves having experience in the sport club; both adults and youths that are recruited to be coaches come from their own ranks (Nilsson, 1998; Redelius, 2005; Trondman, 2005; Larsson & Meckbach, 2010; Meckbach & Larsson, 2011; 2012).

In other words, the possibility to influence has to do with the relationship of the young coaches’ habitus, capital and the sport context they find themselves in. Bourdieu’s theories make it possible to investigate both the habitus and the capital required for young coaches to be able to participate in the struggle for positions in the sport association. The theories also allow us to penetrate and illustrate the value structures and patterns of behavior in a social practice such as the sport association. Thus, the starting point is that the sport association is a social field in which the youths’ incorporated experiences, together with the objective structures, determine who is allowed to enter and influence the field.

Research Design

The data in this study consists of focus group interviews with young coaches, and the interviews are semi-structured (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). Ten focus group interviews were conducted with thirty-seven participants who participated in leadership training for young coaches in sport clubs, of which twenty were women and seventeen were men. The selection of respondents included a geographical spread, a variety of sports, and both male and female participants. The number of participants in the focus groups varied between three and five.

Focus group interviews were chosen with the aim of acquiring a deeper understanding of the encounter between the young coaches’ experiences and ideas, and the social conditions that regulate the sport associations. The interviews were semi-structured and based on four areas: personal narratives, leadership experience, leadership position, and youth influence. The interviews were recorded and transcribed afterwards.

By means of qualitative text analysis (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998) the statements were examined based on the aims of the study and subsequently interpreted with the theoretical framework as the starting point.

Findings

The findings of this study have been organized into two sections; the first section is about which youths are selected to be coaches, in other words, which youths are believed to be capable of exerting an influence.
The second section is about the young coaches’ possibilities to exert influence and how the youths themselves experience being able to influence.

**Being selected**

*The “right” experience.* As described above, youths’ opportunities to influence in sports are believed to be greater for those who are coaches. The question is who will be the coaches. The results of this study show that it is not just any youths that are asked to be coaches or just anybody who says “yes.” Having been or being active athletes in a sport club is a prerequisite for youths both to be asked and to be able to accept the offer. The youths say the clubs select who will be asked, and the associations ask those youths who have been and are active in the club.

I am rather new to the coach role. I was active up to last year when I stopped swimming myself and quit and became a trainer instead…at our office which is a little mixed at the club level. She found out about this training for future coaches and thought that I and another new coach should probably go to it, that it could be something for us because we are interested and so on (interview 3).

For many youths, sports have been an interest shared by the whole family, something that they have done together throughout their upbringing. None of the young coaches in the present study has a more general sports interest or is someone with leadership experience from an area outside of sports, which may be the case with older trainers (see Redelius 2002). The selected young people feel comfortable in sport clubs. They describe athletic training as integrating them in an environment that “functions as an extra upbringing…a lot of time is spent at the training and there is always a coach…a little like an extra parent” (interview 9).

Beyond sports experience, other experience is also required in order to be considered, like school is emphasized. The youths’ own accounts reveal the most common prerequisites: either they took a preparation course in high school or they study at the university, and they have Swedish background. In addition to specific experiences and assets, their comments reveal that most often “a helping hand” is also required, someone who approaches and asks. If “the helping hand” has a position or assets valued in the sport, it is an extra bonus.

What can I say, it was my dad. He is on the board and he works there, so he told me that I could go here (interview 1).

*Being “a leader type”.* A good candidate shows ability, is “a leader type” and has good self-confidence. When the youths describe themselves, they often
speak of how they assumed the leadership role when they were active or when they were in school.

For me I have almost always taken up the leader role; it does not matter what I have done -- if it was in school, group work. I always automatically do it; I want to make things happen. But then it was only that I am on the youth council as chairperson and so became nominated so that I got in the district youth council because they wanted to get me in there when I took the youth leadership course (interview 6).

The youths explain accepting their leader assignments because they see the leadership role as an investment in their future that generates assets, assets that the youths believe can be converted in circumstances even outside of sports. They see the leadership task as a step in their future career, a career that started in sports. Many began as leaders for children, but they quickly got other groups or looked into getting other tasks, starting with things like the youth council in their own organization. These assignments later led to the district or the national level.

I was asked by the SDF (local sport association) or they suggested it was an advantage to go to this course in case I wanted to continue to be the team’s trainer for the '96-girls. Because I…well, so they said and then I wanted to attend this course (interview 2).

The results show that in order to be considered to be a young coach and thus get the possibility to have one’s voice heard, requires that the club acts and asks, that the individual perceives him or herself as “a leader type” and the role is believed to be an investment that can yield benefits even outside sports.

Opportunities for influence

The rules of the game. The youths feel they have little opportunity to influence. If they are to have influence, they must acquire it; it is nothing they are offered. Even if they would like to have influence, there are structural barriers hindering it. Learning the rules of the game and taking structural measures are both necessary. Most often they have experience matching the field, but they lack both resources and enough insight about the rules for legitimacy and ultimately about their position to influence. According to the young coaches, to be able to influence requires first and foremost that they learn what is valid for their own club.

I had perhaps an idea … And then when the trainer presents the whole club’s approach, then that got me thinking also along new lines. So one probably does not have only one path to follow; one has one's own
from the beginning and then one mixes it with the whole vision of the club. But one cannot mix it too much, because the intention is for the whole club to have the same (interview 9).

Many of the young coaches, for example, have never been to an annual meeting and do not know who is on the board or what happens there. Those that have been to the annual meeting or something similar give the impression that they did not feel comfortable there in that environment. They neither could master nor understand the meeting procedure. The formal way of working on the board and at the annual meeting was seen by the young coaches as a hindrance which worked against their possibilities to influence, and if one wants “to have new energy on the boards, then one must review the way it works” say the youths (Interview 4). The way the board works functions as a barrier and maintains something that has always been, a working style that excludes young people.

It is also too bad that those on the board that I am on say that on this board we work like this, and if you as a young coach fit in like this, then it is great because we do not want to change anything. […] One works the way they work, and if you can fit in, it is fun for you (interview 1).

A springboard for learning the rules of the game, according to the young coaches, is the work on the club’s youth council. Not all clubs have a youth council. If there is one, it provides the chance to learn the meeting technique and the meeting procedure that is current, to voice opinions and practice expressing oneself both in speech and in writing.

Yes, and so it is preparing for the big board also. If you have been in the youth council, you know roughly about what it involves (interview 5).

In the youth council, the young leaders can incorporate “the right language” and learn the predominant technique in order gradually to dare and be able to take a seat.

**Structural measures**

According to the young coaches, more formal structural changes, like in the coach training, are also required. The training is important to the young coaches in order both to create interest for this type of issue and to provide the tools for obtaining a position with the right to speak.

…but when I got to attend this course later, it really aroused my interest significantly more about how one can actually influence; one can
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actually be involved a little more. So I think this course has taught me a lot from that perspective and it is perhaps something one can put more effort in… (interview 7).

Several of the young coaches in the study participate in the “Sports leadership programme” that has an emphasis on strategic and administrative leadership.

I began as a youth supervisor in my club and then became chairperson of my association. I have worked with 15 and 16-year-olds on the district level and served on the youth committee there also. And then in the last years I have been on a task force for children and youths’ issues in the Swedish orienteering league also, and now I am participating in this course (Sports leadership programme, author’s note) (interview 7).

Another structural factor of importance is the distance between those who sit on the board and the youths that can or want to be coaches. The larger associations often have an organized system for taking care of the new leaders, while in the smaller clubs there is closer contact between the board and the young coaches. The smaller clubs are also more dependent on everyone staying in the club. The short distance in the smaller club means that the youths are incorporated into the association duties in a natural way:

… more or less to help out and then in different ways one automatically gets to be a leader or gets to be on the board. So I think it becomes a natural transition for players in the club (interview 6).

In the clubs where the youths feel they have the possibility to influence, there is often something or someone acting as a link or bridge between them and the board. There can be support persons like a parent or another person whom the youths know or there is a set strategy, for example, the youth council, where young leaders can get increased responsibility and influence.

**Acquiring a position**

The environment in the club, as well as in the district and on the national level, appears in the interviews as very hierarchical. According to the youths, to be able to run for a position requires having a duty in the club board, association or something similar. Decisions are taken on the board, and it is at the board meetings where the important discussions take place, and often the young coaches are not invited to those meetings. The step from being a coach for children and youths to going to a meeting or having a board position appears
almost insurmountable. The youths do not have the right knowledge and insight: “I can see now when I have studied a little economy that it would have been good if the treasurer had gone through what everything meant” (interview 4) and they are not full members on the board but instead “are placed at a children’s table and do not get to participate” (interview 6).

Some have been offered a place on the board so that there is a youth representative, but too often the young coaches experience that the club is not interested in sharing in their experiences and ideas.

I got asked to be on the board just for being a teenager and all that, but I felt that I did not really have the time. We are of course welcome to the annual meeting and such, and I was at the last annual meeting so that … then I got a special invitation because I would get an award (interview 2).

According to the youths, one attends the board meetings more for the excuse that there must be a youth representative on the board and less for the participation in discussions and decisions. They are offered a position that in reality is being a representative for young people and a tool for the club to show on paper that they are living up to the policy document intentions.

According to the youths, being able to position oneself requires help in the form of things like affirmative action and bolstering by someone who already holds a position so that “one learns the power play” (interview 4). Not just anyone can succeed in this. One must have the right assets, be able to play the game and have the courage to challenge.

My experience is that one can settle in. One has to make it clear that it is their loss if they do not choose youths, and one never knows if he does not try. But then one grows also as a person, also the hard way. Not everyone can do it so we have a hard time with youths on our boards (interview 6).

The right assets are about whom one leads, what type of leader one is and which position one holds. If one wants to have more influence and have a role at the district or the national level, the young people say one should not lead children’s sports. It is considered more valuable to train elite competitors and older youths than to train children and beginners.

But I know that they reward the trainers of elite groups and competition groups. I have been a trainer for six years but only…because I think it is fun to have beginners, those who have jumped one or two
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years. I do not think it is as fun with the tournament jumpers, but it can be those trainers who have only trained one year that get to attend courses so that they are competition trainers (interview 3).

Even more effective for acquiring a position in the sport association is to hold duties as an organization leader at the district or the national level. But according to the young coaches, there are few clubs that invest in their young coaches as organization leaders; many clubs lack candidate selection and have not even thought that one can ask youths.

Our club is probably rather typical. I have never been to an annual meeting in all my years. We are good at getting trainers for children; but regarding the board, we are a catastrophe (interview 6).

Young coaches feel that those who decide neither have confidence in the youths’ abilities nor realize they are quite interested. The mistrust occurs in both directions, like when the young coaches express distrust towards the board and towards those who hold power positions and say that “more or less they count on the board remaining as is” (interview 10). The board members are described in terms of “board men in suits” (interview 3) and “men who have sat there for thirty years and done the same thing and can decide everything in their heads” (interview 7). Age is both an asset and an effective barrier that closes out the young leaders; “all the board members are twice as old as I am. I think all of them except one are probably three times as old. One does not feel any direct community there” (interview 8).

Discussion and conclusions

Similar to other studies (Redelius, 2007; Meckbach & Larsson, 2011) the present results also show that not just anybody is considered for a leader assignment and is given access to the sports field, but it is required that the youths have the habitus and the capital matching those requested. Having a background as an active sportsperson emerges as a given prerequisite. The young coaches’ sport experience is thought to function as a form of embodied capital, allowing them to become chosen and to be prepared to assume leadership duties. The prospective leaders are expected to have a taste for sports and that they can or have already incorporated that which Bourdieu (1994) calls the field logic, “the rules of the game.” At the same time the results show that even if the young coaches have the habitus and the capital required in order to be considered as coaches, it does not mean that the capital gives returns in the form of a position in the field and thereby the possibility to influence, because the young coaches are also required to be aware of the collective attitudes, norms and
principles valid for the sport and the individual association. In Bourdieu’s terms, it is about figuring out the rules of the rulers, which are taken for granted and not questioned, as “the rule of order” (Bourdieu, 1992).

In the eyes of the youths, those who hold leading positions in the sport association could be described using Bourdieu’s theories (1977) as the orthodox, those that in order to hold onto their power are afraid to let in the young coaches, who in the long run may threaten their position. Bourdieu believes that power breeds power (Bourdieu, 2004). One way of maintaining power, which appears successful for those who have a position within a field, is not to change the accepted way of working and, with that, exclude the young coaches from challenging in the battle for positions. Holding a committee post becomes a sort of self-generating system, which means that symbolic capital is assigned to those who are on the committee and already have capital. It is about preserving the order that is and always has been, and acting to counter those who might question it. It is up to the new to adapt to the existing rules.

In order to win a position and thereby get the opportunity to influence, certain strategies appear more successful than others. A strategy in this case should be seen as an unconscious relationship between the habitus and a field (Bourdieu, 1992). One way is to attend coach training that gives access to the field and that can function as a springboard for reaching higher positions. According to Bourdieu and Passeron (2008) training is a way to inculcate a legitimate culture. This is something that sport associations are thought to have adopted; the coach training is a recognized value allowing young coaches to become participants and get influence, and based on the results of this study, it can also be seen as the dictated way. The results show that the means of influence increase if one attends a course, but the support of a club member, who has a position of responsibility within the club, is also required. Without the support of important people, the room for action is limited. Another strategy that appears favorable for increasing one’s capital and improving one’s position is to be a member of the youth council or something similar. The environment is conducive to the young coaches being molded, the club’s culture being inscribed in the body, and certain actions becoming self-evident.

The conclusion of the study is that if sport associations shall live up to the objectives that youths shall be able to influence and have real access to power (The Swedish Government 2004, p.25) “the rules of the game” need to change. Change is required of who is invited to a meeting and how, and who may express oneself and how. Even if the present recruiting process means the sport associations are able to keep youths that perhaps otherwise would have left, it also means the existing traditions are passed on and the orthodox routine is seldom challenged.
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